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ABSTRACT
The Tien Shah experimental results about the hadron
component in E.AoS. with sizes I0_-I06 are analysed
with help of a scale breaking model. It is shown that
the secondary particles multiplicity depends on the
interaction energy stronger as predicted from
accelerator experiments and She primary mass
composition is rich on protons at energies IOS-106GeY
I. Introduction_ Hadrons in extensive air showers provide
direct informations about high energy interactions;
b In the rule the biases pertaining to different shower array
arrangements have a relatlve large infiuence for _he basic
phenomenological characteristics of the EoAoSo hadron component.
In this sltuation,the problem of the correct comparison
• between model calculated and experimental characteristics is
of great importance for the reliability of the de@ived conclu-
sions about the high energy interaction characteristics.
This is why we take carefully into account the triggering
conditions of the Tien Shah array and the characteristic
procedures for the statistical data treatment.
2. Method The characterlstics of the E.A.S. hadr_n component
were calculated on the basis of a scale breaking model under
the assumption of a pure proton primary composition.
Details on the model of simulation are given in the procee-
dings of this conference (HE 5._-8) and in ref (I),
The different observables computed from simulation charac-
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terize the "pure development" of the showers.
Then,to be compared with the results obtained in Tien Shah
experiment,pseudo-experimental values were determined with help
of the IMBAT algorithm which takes into account all internal
characteristics of this array.
.By this way we obtained results for showers with fixed sizes
I0_-IO 6 and with average zenith angle @ = 224
• Results
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Their comparison fig. I
with the results
obtained by Erlykin et al. (P,) and the analysis of the both
models show that the main reason for the discrepances between
the experimental and calculated curves lies in the adopted ener-
gy dependence of the secondary particles multiplicity :
<ns> = _ + 8ins + 7(ins) 2 (1)
For a better agreement with experiment,it is necessary to
adopt a stronger energy dependence of the multiplicity. Indeed, •
our determination of _ns> coming from the P-9 e_llider is equi-
valent to E O.I] whereas the multiplicity used in ref. (_) takes
into account the p-air interaction and is <ns> _ EO.95
On fig. 9 are shown the integral energy spectra of hadrons
for different fixed sizes and at observation level 700 gocm,9.
It is seen that the calculated integral spectra Nh(>Eh)
become as expected harder with the rising of the size Neo
The shape of the hadron energy spectra in E.A.S. is well
described with calculation results,carried out with help of the
used scale breaking model (I).
The correct agreement for the shape of these spectra ,is a
good indication for the predominance of protons in the primary
mass composition at energies IO5-IO 6 GeV.
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_. Conclusions
The analysis of Tien Shah hadron component data on the basis
of the used scale breaking model shows that the average multi-
plicity _ns_ of secondary particles increases essentially more
than predicted by the P-9 collider, <ns_ G EO.13,under the
supposition that the protons play the main role (5-6) in the
primary mass composition for energies 105-106 GeV.
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